municipal
PREMIUM PRO

Process municipal premium tax returns for over 4,000
towns and cities with ease. Premium Pro MUNICIPAL
is specifically designed to accurately and efficiently
calculate and prepare each local tax return for U.S.
applicable states for Property & Casualty, Life, Risk
Retention, Title, and HMO companies.

KEY FEATURES
SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Municipal is integrated with our Premium Pro Life,
PC, and Allocator products, which saves you
valuable time. The digitized signature feature
eliminates the need to sign hundreds of returns.

FINGERTIP RESOURCES
Easy access to state statutes, return instructions, city
tax rates, and payee information as well as schedules
that summarize return and check request information
for each municipality.

DIGITIZED SIGNATURE
Eliminate the need to sign thousands of municipal tax
returns. You can use digitized signatures for any
number of signers and use the same signature files
year after year.

CONNECT WITH US
(800) 380-6407
support@tritechsoft.com
www.tritechsoft.com

PREMIUM PRO POWERED BY TRITECH

VALUE
OPTIMIZED WORKSPACE
Easy sidebar and power icon navigation within a dockable interface
that provides a flexible and customized workspace.

INTEGRATED CHECK & BALANCE
Customized alerts and integrated audit controls provide on-the-go
checks and balances encouraging an error-free optimized prep
experience.

TEAM COLLABORATION
Integrated notifications as well as comment and markup tools
keep your team communicating, informed, and on task.

(800) 380-6407
support@tritechsoft.com
www.tritechsoft.com

BENEFITS
INCREASED CAPACITY
Municipal streamlines the jurisdiction filing complexities, saving
time while ensuring confidence in the tax preparation process
maximizing team resources and building team success.

EMPOWERED MANAGEMENT
Premium Pro Municipal summarizes the municipal tax information,
including Summary of Taxes and Check Request Schedules,
making the information easy to review. Automation offers an
unbeatable combination of features to maximize productivity and
efficiency.

IMPROVED ACCURACY
Improves the accuracy of municipal tax returns across multiple
states and thousands of jurisdictions. Ensures your team has the
power tool needed for tax season success.

PREMIUM PRO POWERED BY TRITECH

